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b Industrialization  has  lonp: been  regarded as the  dynamic  force in   the development  process. 

U Today,   however,   the n^rspective in which governments and planners deal   with industrialization 

"> problems and industrial   progress is much broader than  was the  case two decades ago\    A  steady 

£ increase in the degree  of international  interdependence,  as exemplified in the  flow of natural 

't resources,  capital,   labour,   technology and trade,  has been instrumental in bringing about this 

i* change in perspective.     Most  modern industrial  products are dependent  in some  way on foreign 

4 economies, as suppliers of technology and raw materials, intermediate inputs,   capital  equipment 

'% t and labour,  or as providers of export markets for the goods.    Such a phenomenon can pose serious 

problems to today's developing countries.    However,  it may also offer advantages where inter- 

* dependence among developing countries can be used to forge common programmes  on issues of mutual 

interest. 

An important consequence  of the  trend toward interdependence is  the need  for governments 

.* and planners to evaluate their industrial objectives in light of the corresponding objectives 

of other developing countries with common geographical,   cultural  and   economic  characteristics. 

I Regionalism,   in ite broadest   sense,   is a logical  outgrowth of  the economic interdependence 

1 observed today.    The need to develop a co-ordinated approach  to industrialization at  the 

regional  level   and to press  regional  objectives in the world's international   fora seems 

í apparent. 

, The purpose of this paper is to elaborate on the industrial grow*h prospects of some of 

the Arab countries in the year 19-80.    No high degree of accuracy can be claimed for the fore- 

casts presente! here.    However,   considerable efforts have been made to ensure that the results 

\ can serve as reliable indications of Drobable industrial growth, given our understanding of 

each country's present industrial objectives.    It is hoped that insights into the industrial 

growth prospects of the Arab countries, however approximate,  will serve as one useful  backdrop 

for the elaboration of regional approaches to industrialization. 
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II.    SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

f The industrial  ¿row'*!   prospects of the fo] 1 owl ng Arab  countries v*re   focused  on ir   this 

I study:    Algeria,  Egypt,  .Tr-rdan,  Morocco,  Sudan, Syria and  Tunisia.     The data reaui remente  to 

i satisfy the projection methodolo^r used precluded the  possibility of  extending the  study 

I to additional Arab countri   s.    '['he Dro;er.tiun techniques are based   or the  premise   that indus- 

trialization tends   to foliow a roughly um Torrn pattern ir   most  countries.—      unce   this develop- 

ment   pattern is Known with   a  reasonable decree of  certainty,   a picture of  future  industrial 

,-rowth  in  a   rriven cou-itry  ein  he anproxima ted,  at   Leart in   the short-run. 

I'ho  n-'."ctions are  -"nde    n  the  ha.'ús  of  the  current   industri il   structure in   each Arab 

country,   ur"i"T the apsumritl or  that   growth  up to l?f'0 wi 1 '   conform  to an "average"   or "normal" 

rrivth  p?t.h.    This .-ìvra.'e   ~row*h  oath han  beer cal-ulato-i   f^om data for  109 countries ov«>r 

frurt»f>n y?ars of development  a-d   growth.     Tt  is  the   la-reTt  data   hasp ever uso)   for a projec- 

tor   °f   this  tvne.     Tr   "fier  to make tho projections    r'anned fi^iir<»s for ODP in   1?   0 were 

u^«H  alonf with nnnu lati on   pro enti orr provided by  t  e United Nations publications. 

The  Dro..-tions  should   b» interpreted  as indicati ors   of  f'iture cordi ti on s if   the country 

follows a  "normal"   or "averare"   -rowth path.     Thus,   t>ore   pro.eoticns may  be  re/*arded as 

bo-ch-arkn  a«.;nst  which  present  or  planned  industrial  rrowth can  b» co-pared.     They do not 

inni"  normative   -ud.^iTort«?,  representing only a pror-ablr;   ievelonrent  path. 

A   final   featu-p  of  tr-   present  study is an investigation of  the PTOwth  patterns of indi- 

vidual   industrial   sub-sectors.    The methodology used here allows one to estimate  the average 

increase i <•  production of each sub-sector,   given an  increase  in per capita income  or population. 

On  this basis,  industries which tend to grow most  rapidly  in  the course of industrial  propeso 

can  be identified.     Three  broad industrial   groups are singled out:     "early industries" in which 

the  share in total  manufacturing grows slowly or eventually  declines as economic  development 

takes place;    "intermediate  industries",  where production   tends to  grow at a rate which exceeds 

the  overall   rate of development;    an' "late industries",   the share  of which  ìB usually insig- 

nificant in  the early phases  of industrialization but often   grows very rapidly as development 

continues.     These trends  reflect averages or tendencies,   compiled for a number of countries 

and are,   therefore,   not regarded as indicative for any specific country.     like the  estimated 

growth  of the industrial   sector,   they should be troated ar.   oenchmarks for comparative purposes. 

Results of  the Regional Analysis 

In addition to the analysis of industrial growth prospects in  individual Arab countries, 

the  study considered the regional  pattern of industrial development.-^    Examining long-run 

f 
¿f paper. 
z 

I/       The methodology employed in the study constitutes an analysis of structural change.    It is 
widely used in the work   of the IBRD/ice reference ¿7.     The W /reference ¿7,   UMCTAD 
¿reference E7 and ESCAP /reference 4/  have empioycdTthe  same methodology when  carrying out 
projections for industrial growth.    The approach is described in more detail  later in the 

2/      The data requirements for this exercise uiffered from that of the individual  country 
investigation.    Country coverage for the regional study included:    Algeria,  Egypt, Iraq, 
Jordan,  Lebanon, Libya,  Morocco, Saudi Arabia,  Sudan,  Syria and Tunisia. 
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changes in the industrial  structure of several  Arab countries as » proup separat* from other 

developing countries provides inaiente which cannot be obtained by other r.eans.    The analysis 

reveals thp.t during the early 1960's industrial   growth in the Arab countries was subject to a 

diverse set of factors.     Over ti "-e, however,  t) e  major factorr i nf luencinir industrial   growth 

have become more similar.     While individual  Arab  courtriee   ay ravo f"l lowed different /rowth 

paths,   they have begun   to  respond to the  same types of determirirr factors ir  rour! 1./ V e 

same ways. 

Under such conditions,   the economic  opportunities  for i-ii'trill   ^o-orerntior betweer 

several  or all  of these  countries is enbancìrt.     Tre type-- rf co-ororati or.   referred to v.ore 

would include policy harmonizatior,  the  devel oomwt  of reiiorai   or ^m-rerloral   rositi ori  on 

matters of international   ecoromic   "TRncitenop,   *>t~,    Tner^ a"'"  ••':-.'•   '"flier in  cc-T'pt than 

the more traditional   -ein '>ral  tradirr a-roerertß. 

•MB mtmmmmim mmmm^mmmmmmm^mm^^^mmÊmmmmmtmmm 
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ITT.    APPROACH AMD SATTOAI.E  FOR  TOE  UNTDO PR0JKCTTON3 

Î 

I 

The methodology employed ir  this paper draws  heavily on the structuralist  approach  to 

economic development.     The approach's essential   feature  is that di^áfererces in   the industriai 

structure cf countries are largely a function of  differeroes in  their levelr. of   income /see 

reference 2/.    A  country's ryouth oattern is thought  to   be dominated oy a  net  tf  universal 

factors or structural  rirf di ti»s which are eornmor   to all   countries.    The  universal   factors 

which influence a country's -level op-ent have hp.er   described as follows /see reference 1,   n. Ç: 

(i) Similar variations in the composition of consumer demand with rising 
per capita income, dominated by a decline in the share of foodstuffs 
and a  rise  in  the share of manufactured floods; 

(ii)    Accumulation of physical and human capital   at a rate exceeding the 
growth of the labour force; 

(iii)    Access to the same types of technology; 

(iv)    Access to international trade and capital  flows. 

Due to the existence of these universal factors the  industrialisation pr< cess has been 

found to occur with sufficient uniformity among cour tries to produce a consistent  pattern of 

change in resource allocation,  factor use and other structural features as the level of per 

capita income rises.    This is the key hypothesis utilized in studies of structural   change and 

adopted in this study. 

The idea of a uniform pattern of industrial  growth  is subject to certain qualifications. 

First,  rapid changes in product   — technology in some Arab countries may lead to a pattern of 

industrial growth which  deviate? frc. the avt  •>'je  or norm  that we have observed.     Second, 

differences in development patterns can result l. om varying degrees of resource  endowment 

among the countries studied or from different forms of social organization.    The  statistical 

procedures employed here are designed to tcBt for uniformity in development  patterns due to 

similarities in production relations, domestic demand,   trade and capital  movements.    The 

remaining variations in historical and forecasted growth  are attributed to forces   specific to 

each country. 

«•*» IÉMP **• ¡vfftfftl 
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IV.    "NORMAL"   PATTERNS  OF INDUSTRIAI, GROWTH 

The equations presented here should  be  interpreted as indicators  of the  "normal" growth 

patterns.    Several alternative mathematical expressions  for estimating  "normal" growth  patterns 

have been developed by other authors.     ljach different   form was   tested   in this  study  for  its 

ability  to explain patterns of  industrial growth,   in particular,   those  of the  Arab countries. 

In earlier  studies of growth patterns the  most  important  explanatory variables were  found 

to be per capita  income and population.     The   importance of per capita  income  is  a consequence 

of changes in  the pattern of demand as   income  grows.     The distribution of total  demand  among 

investment, government consumption and  private consumption also tends  to vary with per capita 

income.    On the supply side, per capita   income  tends  to  be correlated  with the  relative costs 

of labour and capital  and, to some extent, with  labour  skills.     For these reasons,  the measure 

serves as an excellent overall   index of   industrial development.     Population is   included as an 

explanatory variable to allow for the effects of economies of scale and transport costs on 

patterns of trade and production. 

For purposes of illustration,  a general  equation was calculated  for 10J countries   in the 

UNIDO sample using the years 1969-1973.     Figure 1 provides a composite picture of the develop- 

ment pattern derived  from this  equation   for a country of medium size  (a population of 10 million). 

>x 
f«x«.*«m*f.fi»M4»(JL)+4 io***«"- ooi*>so [/*(£)] 

M«10 

With regard to the industrial growth patterns estimated for Arab countries,  further refine- 

ments Mere introduced.    First,  the advisability of sub-dividing the UNIDO sample into  "small" 

and "large" countries was considered.     Generally, large countries are expected  to industrialize 

more quickly than small countries because economies of scale permit industries  in large 

countries to operate at more efficient  levels.     A dividing line of 15 million population in 

I965 was chosen for grouping the sample   into large and small countries,  and Beparate regressions 

calculated for each group.   Growth patterns were also estimated for the Arab region 

separately.    The results of this exercise provided a measure of the extent to which industrial 

growth in the Arab countries was a function of uniform regional growth factors. 

seesBji •JSP •MP «•» mm—mm**mmm 



Finally,  a country's pattern of industrial  growth has been found to be sensitive to the 

relative sta^e of development which it has achieved.     The relationship between industrial 

growth ard per capita income will be different  for countries with per capita incomes of $100 

and SI ,000.    Two alternative techniques were  tested as a means of accounting for a wide  range 

of income levels.    One technique was to include an additional variable in the equations used 

to approximate the industrial   growth path which  takes account  of wide differences in income 

levels.     The second technique was to estimate industrial  growth for several  groups of countriec 

at similar levels of per capita income.-' 

The repression equations which were tested  are  stated below: 

= &•+ ß  in (.v/w) +    JT ln" 
=  ¿- +   ß In (y/r)   + jf Inj' +   ¿ (lny)2 

= ¿L+  /S In (y/N)   + J In!' 

= **»+   ft In (y/l )   + tf InH +   ¿ (lny)2 

= £r*+ /J In (y/N)   + ¡f Ini' 

= ^+ fl In (y/T!)  + ff Inf   +   £  (lny)2 

I.A. In  (x/y) 

I.B. In  (x/v) 

H.A. (x/y) 

II.B. (x/y) 

Ill.A. lnx 

III.B. lnx 

The following notation was employed: 

x    »    value added in  ini liions of US  dollars (at 1970 
constant prices) ; 

y    =    Gross Domestic  Product ir million of US dollars 
(at 1970 constant priced; 

V    =     population in  'nilliorr. 

Since there is no generally accepted mathematical  expression for estimating growth paths, 

each of these alternatives was tested extensively for  the years I96O-I973.    Equations III .A. 

and III.B. yielded results which were economically and statistically acceptable.    Equation 

forms I  and II did not provide results which always satisfied statistical criteria and,  after 

thorough testing, were not employed for forecasting purposes.    A summary of the results 

obtained for equations III .A.  and III.B. is shown in Table 1. 

The general trend described by the equations is for the industrial share in large countries 

to grow rapidly during the early phases of developmer-t.    The rate of industrial growth tends to 

decline when higher levels of per capita income are reached.    Likewise,  in small countries,  the 

industrial share inoreases rapidly in the early growth phases,  though its growth rate does not 

match that of large countries.    Furthermore,  there is  little evidence to suggest a tendency 

for growth in the industrial  share to decline at higher levels.    This feature distinguishes 

the small country pattern from that of the large countries. 

The results of rather extensive tests,   su-rimari zed in the  following pages,   strongly support 

the structural  hypothesis that there is considerable uniformity in the growth pattern of different 

countries.    The findings summariesd here were utilized in the forecasts for industrial  growth 

1/      The interested reader may refer to the detailed description of these two methods in this 
paper on page IP. 

•J""* *••*••* ••» •sapfcsejN «•H* 



in AT.b countries.    The statistical  and economic issues Involved are  discussed in some detail» 

Tabi e   1 .    Summary Equatjors  to Kstinated Production Patterns,   1969-19/3^ 

J4_ J!L JJL AàL JL 

- 5.B03 1.9«')9 1.048 - COM .987 

Large countries 

1.9-'i9 1.048 - COM 

(9.01) (32.40) 

Small  countries 

(3.09) 

1.136 1.140 0.017 

(6.99) (60.00) (1.30) 

-  3.r>77 

Source:     UNIDO,  based or data supplied by the UH Statistica-  Office. 

')b} 

a/     The equations are for a pooled sample of observations for the years 1969-1973-    The t 
values are in parentheses. 

Crosn-country studies such as this one must confront many problems of a technical  and 

statistical  nature.    The purpose of the following sections is to elaborate on the considerations 

involved in several of the formulations and approaches adopted in the study. 

The Choice of Variables to Estimate Growth Patterns 

Various models for structural change may be found in the literature and are not neces- 

sarily restricted to the variables used in this study.    However,  those empi >yed here (GDP and 

population)  are always included in structural  studies and are generally conceded to be the 

most important  ones. 

The selection of variables for a structural model is largely a question of the framework 

in which the model will be used.    Por example,   studies of the pattern of resource allocation 

devoted to industry, agriculture a-d services might include among the independent variables 

(i) the composition of exporta (manufactured and primary),  (ii)  the proportion of physical 

and human capital in relation to the country's population,and (iii)  the policy approaches 

followed (e.g.  primary specialization or industrial specialization).    Models emphasizing 

changes in the social structure usually single out urbanization,  income distribution or educa- 

tion as explanatory variables. 

In this paper,  the primary objective was to obtain a reliable picture of the industrial 

growth pattern in Arab countries.    To incorporate trends ip technology,  social structure or 

the resource allocation process would have carried us far|beyond the original objective, 

and would have required considerably more resources. 
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The decision to restrict the nodel to the two '¡ia ><>r explanatory variables,   income and 

populatior,  was nade on the basir of available time a' H  resources.     Future work mi p¡h% include 

thr -Tiore ambitious  objectives of (i)   examining the ,<rowth pattern of other structural  features 

in addition to manufacturing value added and (ii)  more detailed specification of the explana- 

tory variables in  estimating the industrial  rravrth path,including those mentioned above. 

The choice of the mathematical  expressions for each of the variables as well as the spe- 

cification of the equations also held implioatio  s for interpreting the results.    With regard 

to the dependent variables,  the expression of manufacturier value added as a  share of GDP 

serve  to emphasi re  tht.-  relative rate of expa-'ior   ra!her than th- absolute increase.     When the 

demorde••t vainoli:  is  expressed an a  total   and not as a share    (P.-*.   TTT.A.   in1 TTT.B.), 

p.ttcntion ir 1 <>cused  OP  thr  significance of  thu  expansion  itself ,->.rd   rot  on  thr chanre ir  tie 

relative productive structure. 

i'he_0^oi. cf; of : guati onal Forms 
:ief re  'ipccifyiT the struclural   equr. .. onr,   decisions had io b^  inde with  regard to  the 

f\!  r.t\ •>• a1   for-  ?••"!  the   nathenatical   exprés   i o-s   to be  tented.     There are  fnv.' standard formu- 

jntv>rr.  '•>' accented  conventions to roride the  researcher in  thi f mnttcr.     Both double-lofi and 

se-rij-lo- for'iulntio-s are found i"  the literature.     The iv>uble-Uv expression  nerves to 

e-i'hcii?.'" h'nothesi zeri   relnti<'nühir>s between  the «-rowt^  rate  for -nanufrictiired value added and 

t,i e  -"ovtv-  rater  of  the  cxplarptory va^iTbles.     The   seni-]'.><* fnrnu'-itl on is  intended to reírte 

,-rewtl.  ir. -i?-u'octuri n- ^'nlie added  (that  ir,   the absolute  level)  with  the  rate of  growth  of 

the explanatory variables.     Both for^s were tested  extensively in  thin study. 

The rinal   decision with rearo  to the most anprop^iate equational  form for purposes of 

forecasting industrial  prowth presents a complex choice.    The selection took into s.ccount the 

statistical criteria such as the** "ratios,  the stability of the repression coefficients,  the 
2 1/ proportion of explained variance (ft )  and the standard errors.-1     Three alternative approxi- 

mations to the growth pattern were employed in this  study and the final  choice of a common 

equational form was made on the basin of all  these results.    Additional tenuis usinr, hypothetical 

p    eot^'resulte wer*» also taken into account.    On this basis,   equation lillas thought to be 

the most reliable. 

eo¿;s 

I lias 

Sub-division of the UTTIDO Country Sample 

Two procedures are available to take account of the heterogeneous ef feote of inoome, popu- 

lation,   etc.,  when making quantitative comparisons  of economic structure.     One approach is to 

use the values of key variables as a mears for stratifying the sample into country groups which, 

a priori,   may be oxp ;oted to have homopeneou    fjrowth  patterns.    The alternative is to combine 

the explanatory variables in ore multiple regression  equation.    Both procedures were considered 

in thiP study. 

1/     Straightforward comparisons of statistical meaoures such as R    between equations I, IT and 
III is,  of course,  not valid.    The equational  form employed in each oase will increase or 
decrease total variance and, thus, influence the resultant coefficients of determination. 

it 



To determine whether  lar re  countries hive growth   patterns which  are significantly different 

from small   countries,   the country "ampio was divided  into two groups.    The   ¡ividinp  line between 

large and  small  countries        (set at a relation of is  million in 196';) was  largely 

arbitrary but  is a conventional   one found in other studies.-/    Tests were conducted using a 

dividing line of 10 million  in  order to determine the  sensitivity of the regressions   to this 

grouDing.    in general,   a demarcation point of 10 million provided slightly better statistical 

resultB (as defined in terms  of Vvalues and explained variance)   for the large country sample 

than did a demarcation point  of IS million.    The converse was true in the case of small 

countries.    The regression results were not greatly different in either case and,   to  preserve 

comparability with previous  studies,  a dividing line of  IS million was retained throughout   the 

study. 

A  second issue which may be treated by stratifying the country sample involves  the decline 

in elasticities with rising inome in most industrial  sectors.    The characteristic  implies  that 

noni i near! ti es may exist amonp- the individu-il   countries when grouped  by per capita income.     An 

alternative  to  stratifying the  country sarnrle according  to  levels    >f per   capita ircome is   to 

'"it a  non-linear form  to the data.     Irclusion  of a ron-linear incora  te*rr¡,   (in y)   ,   avoids  the 

necessity of subdividing the  sample by incoire  level.     Both  podici li tiei were  tested  in  the 

ores'."-t  study. 

Tablaa 2 and 3    provide a summary of the regression  results for larre and  small 

countries using the maximal   country samples.    With the  exception of Kgypt,   all the Arab countries 

am s-.all,   i.e.   with a population  smaller than  IS  million.     Thus, th.-  performance of  these  equa- 

tions was of prim= consideration  ir  selecting the appropriate  equational   for-  for  further use. 

liquations    I-A.  ard T.P.   are   the  same expressions adopted  by Chenery and  r'a.7lor  (see 

reference)  and tested for data  snanni ng the period 19SO-Í9-6} ft,.- a sample of s 4  countries. 

The formulation of the dependent variable for equations H.A.   and IT.B.   follows the convention 

used in the recent IBRD study/see reference l/.    In this  study structural   change for a variety 

cf concepts,   including manufacturing value added,  was analyzed for the period  I95O-I970.    All 

equations in  that  study incorporated the log quadratic  term.    Por purposes of comparison with 

the other equational  forms,  the prisent study includes equations (H.A.) without the quadratic. 

Equation III .A.  ìB an alternative which reflects the approach adopted in an earlier UN study 

¿see reference ¿7 in which cross-section and time series regressions were calculated for 

selected years.    The log quadratic term was not incorporated in the UN study but,  in view of 

current convention,  it was desirable to test the performance of this variable in the present 

study.    Cross-section regressions were calculated for each set of equations for the years 

I96O-I973 for both large and small countries. 

1/     The same definition of l"j million population was employed by Chenery.    An alternative 
definition of 25 million was tested in that study with "essentially the same statistical 
results " ¿see reference 2,   p.   Í9¿¡. 



Table 2.    "»'-»""'ai".."' nf Reyer.si "n iiaaulta for Small C"urtries,   V)?'1'-.^^ 

Kquati on     Yea r 1-tL (fi) (f\ (* SKE 
•3 

T.A. rx-o -      !••'/)) 
(lu. )6) 

ii.m 
(2.1< ) 

». . 1 ,• ( • . < ',' 

i j'.. >' - 4.787 
•:i'. •;) 

(..;,. 

i. '; -  :.}'/, ('. *|1» o.i? » '•..4 '•: ' •    < 

I.,.. '.?' ». -    ).:d< - O.Uv* 
(-  ?.r.4'> 

.•''M ».'.'. 1 

i )' -ó -   t'.rl" e. i   .O* - 0.'.••>;• 

(-1. >/;) 
(•'.II'. u.f ',: 

19/2 -     J."/'!"» «."•. I.". 3 
»i», il) 

o.l? •» U.'Ati 
(u.y'; 

••.I/i. • ».-:• ' 

TT.A. i >t -        .?*' 'J. •'-.4* .''.'Il <* 

j(?. .1) 
1 .0 ; 

19"' - ;>.^>0 O.C-60» 

(!?.•')) 

I,.. IS» 
|(2. ''?) 

'•.'••'> 
i.'.r. -, 

\y? - 0.1 n 0.057» 
(11.07) 

•o.» :*• 
(?.•.?) 

0.0'/) 0.6? 

IT.B. i960 - 0.139 0.02/ 
(0.51) 

0.0] "»» 
(2./14) 

0.00} 
(0.69) 

CO/I? 0.70 

1966 -  O.0O6 - o.on 
(- 0.28) 

u.Ol4* 
(2. ,3) 

O.OO6 
(1.S4) 

(I.O.I9 0.69 

197p 0.141 - 0.056 
(- 1.09) 

0.014 
(2.32x 

0.00") 
(2.2?) 

O.Ori4 0. ó4 

1969-1973 0.160 - 0.06Î» 
(- 2.85) 

0.011?» 
(5.75) 

0.010» 
(5.45) 

0.052 0.6S 

Ill.A. i960 - 5-455 I.542* 
(31.18) 

1.113* 
(20.74) 

0.473 0.95 

1966 - 4.787 1.434» 
(35.00) 

1.113* 
(24.16) 

O.42O O.96 

1972 - 4.I36 I.34I* 
(38.63) 

1.128* 
(26.98) 

0.374 '!.   - 

1969-197 i - 4.202 1.347» 
(84.90) 

1.143* 
(6O.4I) 

0.378 O.96 

TIT.B. I960 - 9.613 2.992» 
(5.84) 

1.124* 
(21.82) 

- 0.122* 
(- 2.84) 

0.453 0.95 

1966 - 6.610 2.061» 
(5-04) 

I.I50* 
(24.41) 

- O.O52 
(- 1.54) 

O.4I6 O.96 

1972 - 3.549 1.143* 
(3.23) 

1.125* 
(26.64) 

0.016 
(O.56) 

0.376 0.96 

1969-1973 - 3.577 1.H6* 
(6.99) 

1.140* 
(60.00) 

0.017 
(1.30) 

O.378 0.96 

Sourcet    UPTDO, based on data provided by the Iff; Statistical Office. 

*/ Statistical significance at a 99 psr cent levai of confidence is indicated by an asterisk. 

a/     Total number of observations for each year is 81. 
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T.A.        nr-.n - '•.•)?}' "•.VI* n.077 
(ì.'A) 

,.. 1;.'. l>.7i 

i>' - v<n 
(O.sj) 

.;-9..' ".'i') 

i;> :> -  '.62? 0. Vi,* 
(6.'•••') (<\?-;ì 

' ."v , ' .(..•; 

I.P.         U6C - 8. i86 1.671» 
(ì.l-r 

».'.l?(C. 
(l.')ì 

- (.'.10 
>- •.-) 

0. '< 3 0.7.' 

l'.)f6 - 6.20e-. 1.095 
C?.?1) 

n.otò 
(0.9-ì) 

- 0.061 
(-   1.5") 

o.o-,? '. . 72 

1972 - r-.933 l.-'O 
(1.9«) 

0.o'-«) 
( 0.6-0 (- 1.40) 

0. <10 O.Ö7 

TI.'»,         l'io'; - Ú.2V) O.Or > 
(8.lo» 

f .on 
O.w) 

0.01- o."\ 

1%-í - d.KlS O.O'il* 
(R. 39) 

0.00* 
(0.72) 

".0'17 0.  5 

197? - e.Irti 0.'A61« 
(7.Î7) 

O.OOS 
(0.35) 

':.or.' 0.69 

IT. Tí.        I960 - 0.5<37 0.1/8 
(2.03) 

O.Ol/ 
(l.'>3) 

- 0.010 
(-  1.31) 

0.047 0.76 

1966 - 0.432 0.137 
(1.67) 

0.011 
(0.97) 

- 0.006 
(- 0.93) 

0.047 O.76 

1972 - O.43I 0.145 
(1.53) 

0.008 
(0.59) 

- 0.007 
(0.89) 

0.057 U.70 

1969-197ì - O.43O 0.138» 
(3.51) 

O.O09 
(loi) 

- 0.006 
(- 1.95) 

0.051 0.7I 

ITI.A.        I960 - 4.428 I.388» 
(25.92) 

I.077» 
(14.21) 

O.328 0.98 

1966 - 3.811 1.325» 
(29.84) 

1 03S» 
(15.21) 

O.29O 0.98 

1972 - 3.622 1.306» 
(28.06) 

1.018» 
(13.67) 

O.3I5 O.98 

I969-I973 - 3-647 1.309» 
(65.27) 

1.019» 
(31.91) 

O.3OO O.98 

III.B.        I960 - 8.386 2.691» 
(4.78) 

1.128» 
(15.39) 

- O.IO8 
(- 2.33) 

O.303 O.98 

1966 - 6.205 2.095» 
(4.28) 

1.068» 
(15.41) 

- O.O63 
(- 1.58) 

0.282 O.98 

1972 - 5.933 2.030» 
(3.90) 

1.050» 
(13.72) 

- O.O57 
(- 1.40) 

0.310 O.98 

1969-1973 - 5.803 1.989» 
(9.01) 

I.048» 
(32.40) 

- O.O54* 
(- 3.09) 

O.29O 0.98 

§ourcet    UNIDO, based on data provided by the UK Statistical Office. 
•/ Stat ittica! lignificane* at a )) per cent level of confidence ie indicated by an «eteri**« 

a/     Total number of observât!one for each year in 28. 
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Interpretation of Resulte for Large and Small country  Regressions: 

The regression coefficients for    (,i) in equations  I»A and 111.A        are interpreted 

as income    or growth elasticities of output.    For example,  in I960 equation I.A.  implies 

that  in small countries    a one per cent   increase in GDP per capita would have led to a 

0.54    per cent increase  in manufacturing value added,   assuming population was held 

f constant.    The coefficients for population (y) have a similar interpretation when 

I income is held constant and are usually referred to as size elasticities.    In the case 

of the semi-log equations    (H.A.  and  II.B). income and size elasticities are not constant 

j for    all values of income or population    which is the case for double-log equations. 

Given the predicted   level  of income or population,  they    can be easily calculated, 

however.    Introduction of the log quadratic term also means that elasticities were no 

longer directly observed but    can be calculated. -' 

With    one exception, all the coefficients and/or elasticities    calculated according 

to these methods had  the expected sign.    The coefficients for population and income 

were expected to be positive,   implying a direct relationship with changes in total 

manufacturing value    added.    The coefficient for the  log quadratic terms was expected 

to    be negative,   reflecting the decline  m elasticities with rising  income.    Equation 

II.B.   for small countries was the  only case where the  sign of the coefficient did not 

conform to the expected pattern.    The    explanation for this occurence  involves the 

problem of built-in    multicollinearity between In y and  (In y)   . ->   Equation II 

employs    the "Bhare concept" which substantially reduces variance of the sample.    The 

negative sign is attributed to the problem of collinearity, coupled    with the reduced 

variance of the sample in this equational form. 

\J      For example, the income elasticity for equation II.B. may be found by the following For example, the income elasticity 
formula .fy-     ft + fo k (l/ri) 

where X is the predicted value of manufacturing value added corresponding to a 
given level of income.    Similarly,  the growth elasticity for equation III. B. 
is given by the following formula t 

Collinearity can be expected  in all of the equations using both income tenne.    For 
purposes of prediction it is not,  in general, a problem if the collinearity can 
be expected to remain in the future.    This is obviously the cas« for In y and 
(In y) .   A persuasive argument for retaining the quadratic term despite 
collinearity can be found in reference 1, p. 143 - 145. 



Additional  investigation using hypothetical projections and     taking into account 

the standard error of estimate revealed that e ;uutioi,t;   I.A.  and   l.B.  gave results which 

were less satisfactory    than the other two equational  forme.     Further tests were applied 

to    samples stratified according to criteria other than population  size    such as  level 

of income and geographical   region. -J On this basis,    equation  form   III  was chosen  for 

forecasting purposes. 

ü Tne practice of pooling cross-section data was followed   in    several instances   for 

<] equational  formB of particular interest.     Where    the null  hypothesis of homogeneity   is 

acceptable,   this step is a     routine extension of the cross-section  results.    Pooling  is 

useful  in the present circumstances since  (1)   it  introduces a time dimension  to the 

study and  (11) the results  provide an approximation    of the    average growth pattern which may 

be    more desirable for forecasting    purposes.    An F test for homogeneity was applied   in 

each case where    the equations  in        1'ableB  2 and 3 were pooled,  and  the null  hypothesis 

of homogeneity was accepted. —' 

I 
An example of hypothetical projections using average croBs-section results for 

several Arab countries is  shown in Table   4» The predicted results    for 1970,  using 

i960 - 1964 data, are compared with actual    values for 1 y?'->.    Under-estimation resulted 

in four cases, while the other    four countries were  overestimated.     Apparently,   in countries 

such as    Sudan and Egypt  the manufacturing sector has tended  to grow more rapidly 

(relative to per capita GDP and population)   than was the "normal"  or average case  for all 

developing countries.    On  the other hand,   in countries whose manufacturing sectors were 

overestimated, actual    growth lagged behind  the normal pattern.    The case of Algeria and 

, Iraq    are exceptional due to the      growing impaci of petroleum activity    on their 

' overall economies. •» 

l/      The results of these approaches are discussed  in a later section. 

2/      The formula followed  in this case was as follows: 

ig/   (m • n - 2k) 

where Q   is the Bum of the squared residualB for the pooled sample and Q    is the 
corrasponding value(s)   for the individual year(s).   The total number of observations 
is a+n and k refers to the number of explanatory variables.    See reference 6 p.  I36-I38. 

¿/     Rich natural resources tend to shift comparative advantage away from industry due to 
the lower resource coats of earning foreign exchange   through primary (e.g. petroleum) 
exports.   The sise of the manufacturing    sector will always tend to be lower than 

"the normal" structure.    This   problem is discussed further in a later section. 



The Natural Resource Factor;      The question of how population size or    levai of income 

may be appropriately treated in studies of structural    change IB relatively straight- 

forward compared to natural resource    considerations.    A rich endowment of natural 

resources influences industrial    growth  in an opposite maimer from country size or level 

of income,    on balance,  it tends to shift comparative advantage away 1'rom industry 

since the resource cost of earning foreign exchange through primary    exports is lower 

than for manufactured exports. 

Mo single criteria    for classifying countries according to resource    endowment is 

both statistically practical and theoretically sut isfactory.    The practice sometimes 

adopted in the literature is to divide countries    into groups on the basis of an index 

of their trade orientation - toward    primary or manufactured exports.    Those countries 

where trade is oriented    toward primary goods are thought to be "resource rich" while 

those    whose trade is large in manufactures are described as "resource poor". 

This alternative was not thought to be practical  in the case of the    Arab countries. 

Regional differences in resource endowment are largely    a result of the various countries» 

oii   and petroleum reserves.    Division of the UNIDO small country sample (8l countries) 

on the basis of trade    orientation would not adequately reflect this distinction 

between    Arab countries. 

i'cible 4* Hypothetical Projections !>«• •»*< — i  Q-nrle and   Actual 
Performance. Arab Countries. 1960-1970 

Country Ratio of predicted    to actual output (x). (1970) 

Sudan 87.3 

Morocco 93.3 

Syria 71.3 

Jordan II5.3 

Tu* sia II8.4 

Egypt 63.2 

Algeria 126.0 

Iraq 146.0 

Sourcei UNIDO, baaed on data supplied by the UN Statistical Office 

1/      The following regression equations were employed: 

•mall countries:    In x - 15.231 • I.5O6 In (y/N) • 1.117 InN R2 - 0.956 

(76.96) (51.16) SB   - 0.432 

large countries:    In x - -4.265 • 1.365 In (y/N) • 1.976 In* R2 . 0.979 

(63.72) (34.47) SB   - 0.301 
These equation« are based on the maximal number of countries in the   large and amali 
country emaples.   The years 196O-1964 were pooled for   purposes of this calculation. 



Two additional alternatives were available.    One approach,     similar to the divisi  n 

of the sample on the basis of trade orientation,   IB  to classify   countries act online  to 

criteria which reflect the    bias     in tneir resource allocation pattern between  uuustr,/ 

and    agriculture. ->  The recent   experience of other studies witn  regard  to    thir   .arti   iiar 

approach was not encouraging.    Uoth  indices  (trade    and production;   requir» sharp, y  drawn 

dividing lines between primary    and   industrial  exports and  agricultural and  industrial 

production.     In    practice,   such general distinctions are    not applicable across cointn-c; 

nor would  they  be relevant  over time. -> 

Another alternative is to consider the Arab countries as a  öiütinct    uu¡;rou. 

for regression analysis.     In some  cases,  a justification  for    „(..a  approach can  ce  based 

on similarities within the country  subgroup which   influence  their growth patterns  in  a 

way which  IB common to the    group and distinct  from that  of developing countries  in 

general. ->     Natural resarce    endowment   is not  a completely  satisfactory argument   fur 

treating the Arab countries as a special     subgroup  since petroleum  resources and production 

are not the dominant economic feature of    several   important Arab countries.    Other 

considerations such as levels    of «kill   »n^owment, Demographie characteristics,   similarities 

in  industrial    trading patterns,   and patterns  of domestic demand   can contribute  to a 

unique structural pattern for the Arab countries.      In general, these     factors are secondar./, 

and,  alone,  do not constitute a persuasive    argument  for special   treatment  as a separate 

country grouping. 

The main justification for the creation of this separate country  subgroup  is primarily 

of a policy nature.    The intention  was to determine    if industrial   growth of the Arab  countries 

is subject to the same,    broad structural  constraints and  if the countries,  as a group, 

respond    in a similar manner to these constraints.    Where these conditions pertain,   the 

opportunities for regional co-operation,   m the broad    sense described in the introduction 

to this paper, are aore promising    than for countries whose economies are subject  to 

divergent structural    forcea or tend to follow distinctly different growth paths.    Une 

consequence of this approach is that the regression results will  reflect,    to a large 

extent,  the natural resource endowment of several  of the    countries  included.    A priori, 

there is no  reason   to expect that  the   differences  in resource endowments would contribute 

to a uniform growth   path or to common structural  constraints' 

  I 
1/     The index^of production orientation is derived according to the allowing formula: 

PO - P - P - (Vp- Vj - (Vp- Vm) where P is the normal production bias and P is tha 

actual bias.    Vp and V^ refer to the corresponding concepts for primary and industrial 

production respect i vly.    The trade index may be derived in an analogous manner. 

2/     For a brief discussion of this point see reference }, p. 402. 

¿/     See,  for example, the ÏSCAP work on thia subject, reference 4,  p. 141 - 163. 



Basad on thuse consideration«,  explicit troatn.or.t    0f the natural    resource factor 

was not attempted.    Analysis of the growth paths of the    Arab countries as a special country 

subgroup led to a situation where    the resource factorwas an important force implicit in 

the statistical results. 

The results of this approach are summarized in Table 5» Again, two baBic 

equational  forms were tested. -'   Cross section equations for    each of the 14 yearB 

were calculated along with pooled equations for    the latest years.    The performance 

of the equations (as measured by "fvalues,  standard error estimates and proportion 

of explained variance)  is not as good  for earlier years (1960-1966) as was the case for 

recent    years  (1969-1973). 

An explanation for the improved performance of In y and  (In y)    would require further 

study.    On the surface, non-linear effects    appear to have become more pronounced  in the 

later years.    The population    or size elasticities remained statistically significant in 

this subgroup as in the case of the maximal sample.     In contrast,   income was no longer 

a significant explanatory variable. 

In view of the fact that (i) the coefficients were not stable    over the period 1960-1973 

and (ii)  that  the coefficients vary substantially between different country subsets 

(including  this one),   no strong conclusions    can be drawn from these facts.     In so far 

as the    reliability of the population elasticities can be accepted, the results  imply 

that market   size may  be relatively more important  in the    Arab countries than in  other 

country subgroups or as reflected  in the    maximal  country  sample.    The implementation 

of the quadratic term in these    equations is that there may be a relatively important 

decline in the    elasticities as income rises. 

Table 6 provides a set of hypothetical projections for total manufacturing value 

for 1973 based on the cross section regression for 1966.    The range of the various country 

projections  is somewhat narrower than for those based on the maximal samples in Table 4. 

In general,   the regional equations (including the sample in Table 6)       do not tend to 

overestimate manufacturing growth to  „he same extent    as estimations using the maximal 

sample.    Underestimation in some cases    (e.g.  Syria) was considerable.    Furthermore, a 

comparison between the   maximal and the regional results as to the direction of over-or 

underestimation does not show any clear evidence of a consistent trend. 

l/ Unlike some other sub-samples, inclusion of the (In y) term yielded considerable 
improvements in the statistical results which suggests non-linearities in country 
growth patterns. Expressions with the squared term were, therefore, analysed for 
the Arab country sample. 
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Aable 5» Rsgreselon Results for Arab Countries,  Selected Years */ 

I.    x/y        rS-  ^ In y • jTln N +  <S(ln y)? 

I960 - O.9190 

1963 - 1.4934 

1969 - O.6907 

1973 - O.9239 

¿ SEE 

O.3380 O.0242 - O.0289 0.17 0.0526 

(0.34) (1.11) (-0.32) 

0.4993 Û.0406 - O.O405 0.37 0.0479 

(0.76) (1.70) (-O.70) 

O.2581 0.0267 - 0.0220 0.62 0.0333 

(1.34) (1.63) (-1.45) 

O.3585 0.0139 - 0.0313 0.68 O.O312 

(1.99) (1.01) (-2.17) 

II.    In x -  f* fi> In y + ¿fin N + ¿   (In y)2 

I960 -14.9251 5.1705 I.217I* - 0.3533 O.83 O.507I 

(0.54) (5.81) (-O.40) 

1963 -25.8356 8.8521 1.3220* - O.6704 O.87 O.4390 

(1.47) (6.04) (-1.27) 

1969 -16.1784 5.8485* I.2099* - 0.4317* 0.93 0.2938 

(3.44) (8.36) (-3.22) 

1973 -18.1398 6.6374* I.092I* - O.4980 0.95        O.2190 

(5.26) (11.28) (-4.92) 

1969-1973     -18.7693 6.8005* 1.1412* - 0.J123 0.94        0.2286 

; Source:   UNIDO,  based on data supplied by the UN Statistical Office 

*/ Statistical significance at a 99 per cent level of confidence is indicated by an asterisk. 

I */     The countries included in the regressions were determined by data   availability for 
I the entire time period I960 - 1973.   They are as follows«    Algeria, Egypt,  Iraq, 
I Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Syria and Tunisia. 



Aable 6.       Hypothetical Projetions for Individual Arab countries. 
Regional country Sample,  1966 - 1973 

Country Projected Value Added, 1973.  as a % of Actual  Value Added. 

Algeria 

Iraq 

Jordan 

Morocco 

Sudan 

Syria 

Tunisia 

Egypt f 

aar* 

109.9 

85.4 

82.7 

103.8 

104.8 

68.9 

92.3 

83.6 

InVA - -I8.l8ööf+ 6.5548 In y + 1.2417 IntJ - 0.4967 (In y)' 

(2.45) (6.8ÜJ» (-2.26) 

H    - O.90 SEE - 0.3537 

Country Samples Stratified by Income Levels:    Two alternative   estimations of industrial 

growth patterns in Arab countries have been    developed.    The first set   of estimations was 

based on country samples    divided according to population.     Non-linearities were 

accounted  for    through the use _f * log quadratic tenu,   (In y)  .     ^h--. second set  of 

estimations   d 1     :».\  regional data for the Arab countries     themselves and also employed 

a quadratic term.    A third alternative is considered    now;     estimating elasticities from 

country sampleB stratified  according    to levels of income  as well  as population  size. 

Non-1 meant Íes in the gr<wth pattern reflect a phenomena which    can entai i  dif-icult 

empirical and theoretical  problems.    In general,    a logistic curve is thought to provide 

the most reasonable approximation    to growth patterns while the log quadratic is a 

simplified alternative.    Stratifying by levels of income may provide a more explicit means 

of   dealing with non-linearities resulting from large differences in income    levels. 

The UNIDO maximal samples for large and  small countries were    further divided 

according to income levels.    The range for the income    level of each country subgroup 

took into account:    (i)    the 1965 levels    of per capita GDP (in US Dollars), 

(ii) population size of the Arab   country in question and  (iii) where available, planned 

GDP per capita   for I960 in Arab countries. 

Table 7 presents * ausaary of the regression results for   individual Arab 

countries using I960 and 1973 data.    The same stratified    ample was used for Morocco, 
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Jordan, Syria and 'l'unisia since they    are all  small  countries (lese than    15 million 

population in 1965J and the range    of per capita GDP waB only $ 34 among the four in I965. 

Different  levels    of per capita income among the various Arab countries resulted   in 

different country samples in the other cases.    Kor countries where no planned GDP 

figures were available, the  income range fur stratification wae set  to include roughly 

the same proportion of the total sample   as  in those cases where planned targets were 

available.    The hypothesis     implied by this procedure is that  countries at different 

income  levels   will have different growth patterns.    By splitting according to 

income levels,  the regression results may better demonstrate such non-linearities. ^ 

Table 7»      Representative Regressions for Individual Arab countries. 

Stratified Samples according to Income Levels.   1960-1973 

Sample Group Year Intercept lny InN 

Morocco I960 -4.6451 1.4126 1.1471 

Jordan (12.14) (10.06) 

Syria 

Tunisia 1973 -3.7092 I.2805 1.1341 

(17.85) (13.52) 

R_ 

.93 

.96 

SEE 

0.3754 

O.2784 

Egypt 

Sudan 

Iraq 

I960 -4.5433 1.3967 

(24.37) 

1.1357 

(9.59) 

n.99 O.2150 

1973 -3.6994 1.3444 

(35.79) 

1.0090 

(10.24) 

0.99 O.I607 

I960 -5.0233 I.5183 

(15.07) 

0.9418 

(8.86) 

• 92 0.3832 

1973 -3.3524 1.2726 

(20.65) 

0.9363 

(12.75) 

.96 0.2637 

I960 -4.5835 1.3896 

(12.58) 

I.I605 

(11.00) 

.93 O.3750 

1973 -2.7862 I.0900 

(7.71) 

I.1907 

(7.07) 

.81 0.5949 

I960 -4.5587 1.3971 

(12.56), 

1.1114 

(10.06) 

.93 0.3545 

1973 -3.5956 1.2613 

(20.07) 

1.1063 

(15.20) 

.97 0.2373 

Algeria 

Source 1    UNIDO,  baaed on data provided by the UN Statistical Office 

Notei       all cosfficienta are statistically significant at 99 per cant. 

T^^oMpTfoTTplittin« into incoe« groups is admittedly soaewbat arbitrary and should 

ZìA ?¿sxrf¿s¿£rium •* -"- im°- >—•• - Ä* -— 



The basic rationale behind the statistical hypothesis is that    universal factors 

produce a sufficient regularity  in the development    process so that  future growth can 

be predicted with Borne degree of    assurance.    However,  strong "group factors" (aB 

distinct from the universal    factors)  may  influence the growth patterns  of the 

countries in question    and lead  to sizeable deviations from the uniform.    Although the 

deviations    may be of a short-run nature (say,  5 years),  they can influence the 

forecasts.    Stratification by  income may provide results which more    readily reflect 

non-linearities due to group factors. 

In general,    the cross section analysis carried out on these    samples yielded 

equations   which    ware soioewhat more Btable than those    calculated for the Arab region. 

Growth elasticities were statistically significant for ali years for the equations 

summarized in Table   7« Such was not the case when the log quadratic term was in lud ed, 

although this feature is to be expected in view of collinearity between    the two terina. 

A set of hypothetical projections using country samples stratified    according to 

income levels are shown in Tablea. The range of ratios    for    predicted/annual 

value added by manufacturing is somewhat greater    than those derived from the regional 

sample.    The tendency to over-estimate value added of specific countries seems to be 

exaggerated    when    stratifying the sample by income levels.    ThiB is evident in the 

case of Iraq,  and,  to a lesser extent, Algeria. 

«cu 

Year 
Crois 

for 
Section 

Arab countries. 

Country 

Sudan 

1966 and 1973 

Intercept 

-3.9337 

In y 
TW 
1.3346 
(18.9D 

In N 
TW 
1.0231 
(13.17) 

¿ 
0.95 

Predi Lcted 1973 as a 
S£h     f> of 

O.278I 

Actual 1973 

I. 1966 106.5 

II. 1966 Morocco -4.9581 1.4504 
(15.93) 

1.2067 
(12.24) 

0.95 0.3226 110.6 

III. 1966 Syria -4.9581 1.4504 
(15.93) 

1.2067 
(12.24) 

0.95 0.3226 84.9 

IV. 1966 Jordan -4.9581 1.4504 
(15.93) 

1.2067 
(12.24) 

0.95 0.3226 95.3 

; 
V. 1966 Tunisia -4.9581 I.4504 

(15.93) 
1.2067 
(12.24) 

0.95 0.3226 123.3 

VI. 1966 Egypt -3.9908 1.3673 
(36.42) 

I.04II 
(11.81) 

0.99 O.I498 79.8 

i VII. 1966 Iraq -4.2369 I.2842 
(8.90) 

I.2894 
(8.13) 

O.85 0.5539 118.0 

VIII. 1966 Algeria -4.910 1.4401 
(18.07) 

1.1764 
(13.61) 

0.96 0.2762 I35.O 

', SPUTO«I    UNIDO, baaed on data supplied by the UK Stat lBtical Offi se 

Notai        All coefficienti ara statistically significant at 99 per cant. 

-* 
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The lag in growth of manufacturing in these two countries is  thus highlighted 

when compared with other countries at   îimilar income  levels.    This   fact has already 

been explained   in terms of these countries' comparatively large resource endowments. 

In the case of Egypt,  the tendercy  to  underestimate manufacturing value added remained, 

although the extent of underestimation was reduced. 

With the exception of the equation  for Iraq,   the standard error estimates  for 

these equations are smaller than for the other approaches and were given primary 

consideration  in developing the forecasts in the first section of this paper. 

Sectoral Growth Patterns;    Growth patterns of individual sub-sectors were analyzed in some 

detail.    Differences in patterns of growth can be sharpened considerably when invettigation 

is carried to the level of industrial sub-sectors.  A total of 25  industrial sub-sectors 

were included  in this exercise.-'     The time period covered,  1^60-1973, was the same as 

that studied in the case of the total manufacturing sector. 

Annual cross-section regressions were calculated for each of the 14 years according 

to both the following equations: 

A: In xx » > - 3.^4 t X#W Ñ 

B. Inx,  ^ti^f^^^j)1 

where x^ » value added per capita of ISIC sector i;  y = GDP per capita in US| and N* 

population in millions.-/    Each equation was calculated for both large and small countries 

using the sane population criterion adopted for the calculation of total manufacturing. 

Obviously, to present the complete results of the sectoral regressions (1600 equations) 

is not possible.    The results are summarized for two years,  l)b) and U73 for both 

large and small countries  in Tables  ) and 10   for equation A. 

A traditional approach to  industrial growth is to describe sub—sectors as  "early", 

"middle" or "late", depending upon the stage of development in which they make their main 

contribution to the country's overall  industrial growth.    Figure 2 provides a guide to 

the classification of sub-sectors according to this criterion.'' 

1/ Certain industrial sectors such as ISIC 353 and 354 were not included because the country 
sample for these groups was considerably smaller than that of other ISIC sectors.    The 
probles is largely a consequence of divergent collection practices at the country level. 

2/ The Maximal country sample was used ror these calculations. 

}/ The figures refer to the following equation: In z.  . f'tfi>l*,u t JfAc M 

rrxsr.rr. m 



Industries with income elasticities of domestic demand of 1.0 or less are described 

as early industries.    Normally,  these industries provide basic necessities,  they are 

typified by their use of relatively simple production techniques and their share of 

GDP  is not likely  to increase after income levels exceed 3 200 - t 300 in the country 

in question. 

A comparison of the growth elasticities (denoted by 5 )  for small countries reveals 

a consistent pattern which can be explained in terms of the sub-sectors demand and production 

characteristics.     Industries which have a relatively low growth elasticity (about 1.0 or less) 

include food,  beverages and tobacco,  textiles,  leather and footvear.    Kost consumer goods 

oloBely fit the description.     This finding is consistent with thot.« of earlier ^»udies 

covering limited periods of the  1^0's and  U60's at a more aggregate  x-idust'ial   level. 

All   the coefficients are statistically significant at a )'i per cent level of confidence. 

The size or population elasticities (denoted by f   )  reflect the change in value 

added relative to a change  in population while per capita GDP is held constant.    These size 

elasticities are small  in comparison with the income elasticities and are not statistically 

significant. 

Middle industries are those whose share of GDP rises most rapidly at low and 

intermediate levels of national  income.     In more developed countries (i.e. those at inter- 

mediate income levels) these industries are already "mature" in so far as their growth 

phase is concerned;   their relative contributions to additional  industrial growth are 

not substantial. 

Sub-sectorB for which  intermediate values of income elasticities were found are 

the  following: clothing, wood products,   furniture, rubber products, plasvic products, 

glass products and non-metallic mineral products.    The range of income elasticities is 

between 1.2 and 1.4.    These industries typically account for a significant proportion of 

total manufacturing value added at relatively low levels of per capita GDP but their 

proportion declines as higher income levels are attained. 

Late industries are those whose output grows more rapidly once the country has 

reached high income levels.    They include paper, printing, chemicals,  iron and steel, 

non-ferrous metals, metal  products machinery, electricity machinery and transport equipment. 

The obvious characteristics of this group are that: (i) it comprises all of the capital 

good producing sectors and (ii)  it largely consists of production activities which require 

relatively complex technologies. 
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Figur« 3 summarizes th¿ growth paths of the three  industrial groups in small 

countries.    The division into three groups - early, middle and late - demonstrates that 

early industries predominate until per capita income  levels of    " Boo - S 1,000 are reached. 

The middle industries, while making a moderate contribution to growth are, on average, 

not major contributors to industrial growth over the  income range studied.-' 

With few exceptions, the growth elasticities of both the large and small countries 

declined over time. These coefficients are statistically significant at a j) per cent 

level of confidence as are the F values. 

The emphasis of the study is on growth patterns of small countries since most of 

the Arab countries fall  into this category.    Por purposes of comparison, a number of 

equations for large countries were calculated where the number of observations were 

of the same order of magnitude    as for the small-country regressions.    iJo clear pattern 

is evident from a cursory comparison of the two equational groups.     In the case of 

several sub-sectors, however,  the growth elasticities  for the small countries tend to 

be slightly higher than the corresponding figures for large countries.    For most of 

the capital-goods producing sectors the curves for small countries would be further 

to the right than those of the large countries.    This  implies that a specified percentage 

of value added would be achieved at a higher level of per capita income in a small 

country than in a large one. 

I 

I 
\J Alternativ« grouping« of industrial sub-s«ctors might be considered and could be mor« in- 

formative.    The classification   chocan    here was to provide a basis of comparison with 
•ari 1er studi««. 
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Table 9« Limali Country Regressions,  Growth and  Size Elastic i ties for 

Industrial  Sub-Sectors 

Sub-Liector 
(ISIC) 

ïear Standard error 
of estimate 

Pood Processing 
(311/?) 

U6; -2.850 O.9I8*    -O.057 
(11.990) (-0.698) 

0.78? O.529 73.658 

1)73 -?.652 0.886«    -O.056 
(11.482) (-0.607) 

0.7)7 0.ril6 66.887 

Beverages 
(313) 

D69 -4.507 1.003*    -0.335 
(9.320) (-2.6%) 

O.708 O.717 46.056 

1973 -2.861 0.775«    -0.266 
(8.23)) (-2.309) 

0.6)7 O.570 34.541 

Tobacco 
(314) 

1)6) -3.844 0.716«    -0.05« 
(5.6S3) (-0.411) 

0.471 0.791 16.002 

1)73 -2.682 O.569*    -0.132 
(4.173) (-0.822) 

0.383 O.709 8.708 

rtitiles 
(321) 

1)69 -4.730 1.037*      O.080 
(10.423)    (0.66-5) 

0.757 O.619 54.430 

1)73 -3.984 0.935*      0.074 
'9.072)    (0.459) 

0.740 0.577 41.253 

Clothing 
(322) 

1)69 -6.304 1.220*    -0.134 
(9.242) (-1.107) 

0.812 O.55O 43.191 

1973 -6.120 1.200*    -O.227 
(8.300)  (-1.247) 

O.804 O.570 34.912 

Leather 
(323) 

1969 -5.Ó9I O.87I*    -0.022 
(8.764) (-0.210) 

O.719 O.550 38.417 

1973 -5.113 0.747*    -O.OO4 
(6.930) (-0.027) 

O.670 O.558 24.387 

Footwear 
(324) 

1)6) -5.472 0.)60*    -O.I64 
(8.657) (-1.533) 

0.775 O.529 37.928 

1)73 -4.037 0.736*    -O.204 
(4.729) (-1.208) 

0.544 0.679 11.346 

Wood products 
(331) 

1)69 -7.736 1.330*      0.099 
(8.037)    (0.533) 

O.655 I.O46 32.334 

1)73 -6.683 I.296*    -0.387 
(7.024) (-1.630) 

0.673 O.98O 24.750 

Furniture 
(332) 

1)6) -6.942 1.224*    -O.I94 
(9.182) (-1.462) 

0.803 0.611 42.)01 

1)73 -7.6)3 1.332*    -0.186 
(10.241) (-1.038) 

0.868 O.55O 52.466 

Pulp and Paper 
(341) 

1)6) -I2.O8O I.858*      0.443* 
(12.838)    (2.822) 

O.846 0.819 85.046 

H73 -11.411 1.7)4*      O.257 
(10.798)    (1.035) 

O.828 0.847 60.388 

Printing 
(342) 

1)6) -10.155 I.756*    -O.048 
(18.415) (-O4V53) 

0.^30 0.484 172.218 

1)73 -9.IO9 1.575*      0.023 
(15.835)    (0.206) 

O.924 O.465 127.787 

Industrial 
Chemicals 

1)69 -8.708 1.459*    -0.004 
(7.485) (-0.019) 

O.789 0.775 28.016 

(35D 1973 -S.l¿fl 1.394*      0.047 
(8.273)    (0.189) 

0.820 0.682 34.276 

Other 
Chemicals 

1969 -7.810 1.309*     O.35I 
(10.040)    (2.130) 

0.857 O.58I 53.739 

(352) 1973 -7.822 1.312*      0.373 
(8.337)    (1.324) 

0.820 

0.637 

O.7I5 

1.001 

36.511 

Rubber Products 
(355) 

1)69 -8.OI5 1.267*      0.079 
(6.733)    (0.393) 

22.782 

1)73 -8.976 I.253*     O.5P7 
(5.496)    (l.7l)) 

O.658 1.055 18.250 
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oiiij-^c-tor Year <t- J. _£ "3Í  Standard err'r ,-' 

(i-rO >f estimate 

I'la^tir  i'rid.K'tD 1 «; ; -S. 41'; 
,.-'.,lu 

-0.777 o.l'i,? o,.<„;:' '. .-"> i N
 • ' 

1 ' ' •> -   ..'Hi: J.1-. "•;• -c..;io 
i-1.33^; 

().•"". 3 O.vi" ."   '.0  '' 

ilasB 1 )<<> -1P.40', i.' •'*,' l.;>4°« o.°47 o."( '• ?4.   )'•! • 

l »n -10.?/. < ; > 1 (• / . 

( •• i ''- / _i¿Ii¿/J 
r.:-. '••• . Y •;' 

Other  r.  r.—me tail it: 
c meri'   pr-::-.iu«.u- 

1 li)1 -' • r11 l.?14' 
. i i   . 1 t, i ; 

-u.?o3 
•:-i.i:'...; 

- .P.14 <•.• /.'• ..'.': 

.; >L •) H73 -',. :i? ;.i¡ •.•• 

í.'.?00) 
'•'.cl'<. • .   "• 

'       •     '!C- 

Iroi:  ii; d  i.teei 
' V.'l) 

1 *'. / -14.'. '' i'.i • • * 

;i:..r.n 
l.i : •« 

., ;.»'i ». ; 

\ •.'''' '•'''' '.,.-.        •'(' 

i '7 } -14. <•" ?.o] '« 1.3 3- • O.-i':', I.''". ; '" . ".'.<. 

. ji.-fpmiô "efili". l K> • -ll.V.o 1." •• 1.1 ••.(; 

:'   1      1 " r  " 0"-J/ 

l  .>.?> T.'     i '..  »7"' 

1 '73 -1V.T i   ui |., 

k 3. <j 30 ; 
0. M' 

U.U23; 
<:.%.') 1.     íf'í ',.  <p» 

I'eta]   prod'.JO tí? 
( 3°.l ) 

1 fb> -B.140 1.477* ').137 

(1.414) 
o. K'> .< 0.4 ~ 3 l?4.r0:° 

1 )73 -7. "" o.l'3 
: 1. 300 ; 

o. <o v . 4 '" ) ll';.l'r? 

:.on-electrical 
ciac h i nerv 

1 / .' -IP.O:? 1. >•-•!* 

.I3.0i.lj 
i;.l!;l 

il.U") 
o. wo " ".••'>•. 

'. V1?} 1 »M -n.?^? 
.iL.?!/, 

1 ^.r?t)) 

o.?ix: 
'vU.p>2o) 
0.573* 

(3.2*.flJ 

n.r<r .'.":n '4.'."'? 

„1 ¿v tri ' -. i.  "v±-~hi ner.y 
'3P3 

1 >'.• i -n..:iv 0•',^,'•'~, 0. '  'i, ' '.M' 

1 i'j -(.,7? 0.17°. ,1.8-? 0. '0' •• ;.s/ • 

l'ranep'jrt equipment 
( 3'14 ) 

Uo, -J.PO1 1. <..(;?* 
.^.17ü) 

0. ?7~) 0.7 i^ n.°4;- .'.?    '? 

í/n -i.'Äb l.'.Yl» o.l ?3 0.«tiP o.7?~- 1 ».l?? 
im.727)    (O.W) 

io ir-e:   XTDO,   baBed on dat.T  supplied  i..v   ttic  '\i  statistical  Office 

*J Statistical significane« at a )<) per cent lsvel of confidence is indicated by an asterisk. 

• 
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'•'able 10«       Large (.ountry  »egressions Growth and Size Elasticities for 

Industrial  Sub-Sectors 

Gub-Sector 
(ISI(,) 

Year 

(O (Û) (/i H2 
standard 
error of 
estimate 

F 

Pood 
Processing 

(311/2) 

19t>9 -J.124 1.022* -j.189 J. 93 3 W.354 104.526 

(14.343) (-1.800) 

1973 -2.6Ö9 0.983* -0.233 0.917 0.385 72.262 

(11.515) (-1.954) 

r Beverages 

(313; 

1969 -3.074 0.930« -0.394 0.76I 0.661 23.895 

(6.911) (-I.551) 

1973 -2.238 0.819» -0.360 0.774 ü.568 23.940 

(¿.89B5 (-l.¿20) 

Leather 

(323) 

1969 -7.418 0.995« 0.206 0.734 0.716 19.344 

(¿.178) (1.014) 

1973 -5.713 O.843» 0.034 0.638 0.7Ö2 11.442 

k 
't. 

(4.765) (O.150) 

Ï; Footwear 

(324) 

1969 -4.046 0.883» -0.322 0.627 0.796 7.562 

(3.552) (0.775) 

1973 -2.Ö77 0.675 -0.248 O.524 0.732 4.397 

(2.725) (-0.360) 

Wood 
Products 

(331) 

1969 -5.512 1.034* -0.045 0.773 0.758 22.083 

(5.887) (-0.122) 

1973 -6.717 1.233» -0.095 0.863 O.627 31.473 

(7.358) (-0.312) 

Furniture 

(332) 

1969 -9.063 1.589« -O.205 0.897 0.636 39.058 

(7.8¿S) (-0.580) 

1973 -9.932 1.687» -0.177 0.856 0.835 23.723 

(¿.278) (-0.380) 

Pulp and 
Paper 

(341) 

1969 -8.030 1.488» -0.122 0.932 0.489 110.091 

(14.792) (-0.875) 

1 
1973 -7.911 1.468» -0.126 0.947 0.432 142.839 

(16.771) (-1.012) 

Printing 

(342) 

1969 -7.746 1.351 0.127 O.966 0.284 197.171 

i 
(17.337) (1.008) 

I 
f 

1973 -5-959 1.157* 0.035 0.896 0.456 51.551 
t 
1 (9.272) (0.161) 

i Industrial 
Chemicals 

(35D 

19^9 -5.225 l.llö» -O.O54 0.932 0.411 47.893 

S 
(£.342) (-0.414) 

0.937 0.388 I 1973 -5-117 1.092» -0.010 51.861 

I (9.¿8¿) (-0.083) 
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Other 
Chaoicais 

1969 -5.238 1.111» -0.29 O.9I8 0.446 44.970 

(9.260) (-0.211) 

1973 -4.6Ö4 1.056» -O.054 0.923 0.421 47.642 

(352) (9.3éfl) (-0.408) 

Glass 1969 -7.888 1.262» -0.025 O.952 0.374 89.416 

(12.994) (-0.211) 

1973 -7.548 I.230« -0.031 O.919 0.486 51.198 

(362) (9.¿¿2) (-0.194) 

Other non- 
metallic 
mineral 

1969 -6.242 1.302» -0.175 0.923 O.524 59.811 

(9.994) (-O.925) 

products 1973 -5.999 1.245« -0.142 0.926 O.501 56.207 

(369) (9.609) (-0.772) 

Iron and   5t->"«l 1969 -¿.¿58" I.304» 0.067 0.924 0.437 73.220 

(11.919) (0.497) 

1973 -6.172 1.255* 0.006 O.925 0.429 73.571 

(371) (11.729) (0.044) 

Non-ferrous 
metals 

1969 -9.425 1.516» 0.049 0.953 0.434 82.010 

(12.478) (0.350) 

(372) 1973 -9.363 1.474* 0.086 0.938 0.493 60.657 

(10.672) (0.549) 

Metal products 1969 -9.24» 1.555» 0.232 0.Ö31 0.848 34.443 

(8.298) (0.924) 

1973 -7.527 1.419» 0.061 0.938 0.473 B3.7W 
(381) (12.819) (0.426) 

Non-electri- 
cal 
Machinery 

1969 -11.654 1.Ö17» 0.394 O.Ö79 0.846 43.78$ 

(9.315) (1.555) 

1973 -10.522 I.716» 0.207 0.933 0.599 76,112 

(382) (12.333) (1.554) 

Electrical 
machinery 

1969 -Ö.670 I.525« 0.171 0.967 0.341 205.1Ö3 

(20.257) (1.696) 

1973 -7.967 1.477* 0.101 0.954 O.404 135.458 

(383) (16.331) (O.Ö23) 

Transport 
Equipment 

19¿9 -Ö.116 1.561» O.04O 0.960 0.386 168.739 

(18.321) (0.351) 

1973 -7.541 1.518» -.022 0.931 O.522 87.542 

(384) (13.005) (-0.138) 

I 

Sourcet    UNIDO, based on data supplied by the UN Statistical Office. 

*/ Statistical significane« at a  99 p«r cent level of confidence  is indicated by an asterisk. 
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V. APrLICAmIO'I OP ÜTATUTIOAL :-'IN">IWOJ   20 A 
jjdiiüüi'^ V».Bart OP rtfUB ">' IW* lik 

A L'JLKIA 

4. 

Í 

Ì 

oalient   Features of  the   Industrial Man:      The  l)W,-l tn  hour-tear liar,  seeirs  t> 

mark t.e   beginning of a new phase   in Algerian  industrialization,     oy  ì • v the ionr-term ,-oils 

pursued since  1 )t>t  could  Le achieved   ir.  the curse of this  development   i.hai;e.     :¡,o. rr.n i n 

feature of  the  current phase  is  continuity,   with   industrialization  remain in,   tue  ¡ritt i ; -» : 

instrument  of national economic development [ài,  per cent  of total  capital  expenditure   :'...er 

the currer.t  Plan).     An  intensified   investment effort  is  contemplated   f.   achieve  a r.i.-her 

decree of  mtersectoral   integration and  a   better distribution of"  t:;e  effects of  industriali- 

zation across  th*>   country. 

The  total   expenditure autiorized   w tne  lian  for   indMSirr.il   expansion  in  !.A   •;-   t.iilion, 

Of this amount,   about 4I   1 er cent   is allocated  to hydrocarbons;,   1,''  per  rent   t     irn and 

steel,  and   ^  per   rei to  «-heiricals   (the   bulk  to  petrochemicals).      Ti  should   r,e  noted  that 

this baBic   orie-.tat :<on  is   intended   to  trine; about  an  important  oual native change:   the 

integration  of  previously  parallel   Cut  separate  lines of production,   ron.-emea  with tne 

exploitation of  natural  resources   and   the  creation  of basic   industries.     Maximum development 

of primary  processing for mineral   resources  is the mechanism  for  real i 71 nr thin  qualitative 

change.    The  planned projects involving refineries and petrochemical  complexes reflect  this 

priority.     similarly,  the  planned  expansion of steel  production capacity,   whicr. may exceed 

two million  tons   by l)Bc,   will contribute   to the objective. 

Projected   Industrial Growth  in  ljflc:     Phe projection e-ruations  developed  for Algeria 

lead to an  estimate  for manufacture value added   between  V.»   ,   ^,1U) irillion ard   IJ  J   3,'JíY 
l/ 

nillioa  in  l/lo.—       based on the  statistical  it. r;.'.titration  presented,   the  possibility of 

achieving a  level   of manufacturing output   in the  ranpe of ¡Jb   I  },hV -   \,?oi million is a 
2/ 

more reliable   indication.-      In comparison,   if the growth rate  net   in  the  Four-ieai  Han 

for U74-1 )77 were  continued to  1 >(io,  total manufacturing value added would amount  to 

approximately US   %  ?,(>'? million.      Thus,   there are rrounds  to expect  M re ri an  industrial 

growth to  acelérate  in the  future   if it  follows the average  trend   of other developing 

countries  of similar size and levels of per capita  income.     Thin  would   be  the case regardless 

of whether  the  upper or lower estimates were regarded as more probable. 

1/ All projections   in this  paper are expressed in constant  l)IC u'J dollars.    Ihe actual 
equations employed are shown in the appropriate tal Le» An indicative 
figure   for GÜF   in 1 )8û was derived  from  the planned growth  from  the  1 .HA-Dll  hour-fear 
Flan and  used   to project growth of manufacturing,    hor  a detailed explanation,  see 
previous analysis. 

2/ rhe equations  exhibited an apparent tendency to over-estimate  industrial growth ir. 
the Algerian case.    ThiB is largely attributed to the country's petroleum resources which, 
to some extent,   means that itB growth path doeu not always conform to the normal or 
average path  followed by all developing countries.    For a discussion of this point, 
see pages   11   and 14 - IT. 
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The result  is  consistent with  this  study's  findings concerning the growth patterns 

of industrial sub-sectors.    The  importance of specific  industrial sub-sectors may  be gauged 

by calculating the percentage of total manufacturing value added accounted  for  by each 

industry.    In these  terms the  industries   listed   in   Table*1 have accounted  for a large propor- 

tion of total manufacturing activity in  the  past: 

Table 11,    Major Manufacturing oub-sectors  in Algerian Industry 

a/ Percentage of total manufacturing 
Industry (lülcW  value added.  1 >6?  

I Pood, beverages and tobacco ( ill,312,313,314) 34.5 

.* Textiles and wearing apparel (321,322) 12.5 

i Pottery,  glass and  non-metallic products 
I (361,362,369) 7.6 

Iron,  steel and non-ferrous metals (371,372) 7.4 

Source:     U" 1 Growth of World Industry.   Vol.   I   (Sales No.  K.75.XVII.3),  New York,   I/75 

a/ Industrial  sub-sectors are all defined according to the UN  International  Standard 
Industrial Classification (ISIC).    Por definitions,  see reference 10. 

The table includes a variety of sub-sectors which the present study shows to be 

•arly industries  (food and textiles),  intermediate  industries (glass,  non-metallic products) 

and late or high growth  industries (iron,  steel  and non-ferrous metals).    The emphasis 

which the 1974-1977 Plan gives to iron and steel and petrochemicals suggests an increasing 

prominence of high-growth industries in the future.    As such projects come on-stream, 

an accelerated rate of industrial growth can be expected. 

EGYPT 

Salient Planning Features in Industry;     While the 1976-1 }8o Five-Year Plan was 

under preparation,  Egypt'B priorities concentrated on the following! 

- reconstruction in the Sues Canal area; 

- oompletion of ongoing project«5 

- expansion and better utilization of »listing industrial capacity; 

- new projects considered essential  for economic development,  such as fertilisers 
and cement. 

JÊÎ 
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Compared with the previous development policieB,  the new strategy annone a greater 

role to the private sector and foreign capital, and concentrates  its efforts on increasing 

output by fuller utilization of existing industrial capacity.     The objective is to raiB« 

the GDP by 9.2 per cent,   the major contribution to this growth  coming from the commodity 

sectors.    Among the commodity sectors,  manufacturing is estimated  to grow at 11.1 per cent 

while agriculture  is expected to grow at  3.7 per cent. 

reasons : 
Egypt's  economic potential over the long-run  is promising because of the following 

- the country has a large market,  a skilled population,   low wages, varied raw 

materials,and a key geographical location, which makes  it a natural base for 

industries that wish to supply the domestic market and the growing regional market. 

Development prospects  in the medium-term hinge,   to a large extent, on the country's 

ability to attract external capital and technology.     The promulgation of Law No. 

43 of 1)74, coupled with successful efforts to attract bilateral and international 

aid,  are examples of steps taken to  increase the flow of external capital and technology; 

- Sue* Canal revenues are estimated to reach a level  of around LE 300 million per 

year by I98O;  these could increase to a possible Li, 500 million per year as a 

result of physical expansion and greater usage of the Canal; 

- the  improved prospects for oil  production, which could reach one million barrels/ 

day by 1980-1982; 

- considerably increased earnings from tourism; 

- a much more intensive utilization of agricultural  land,  with greater emphasis 

on the higher value crops. 

Projected Industrial Growth in 1 J80:    The projection equations used to estimate 

total manufacturing value added in I980 provide a predicted range of S 4,050 - 4,500 million.^/ 

In this connexion,  two characteristics are worthy of note:  First,  manufacturing growth in 

Egypt has generally tended to exceed the performance of other countries of a similar size 

and at comparable  income levels.    Second,   the Egyptian industrial sector is relatively 

diversified, covering a broader range of industrial activities than most other countries 

at the same level of development.    One consequence of these characteristics is that the 

projection, or at least the lower limit,  may be regarded as a conservative one. 

1/ At the time of writing, details regarding finalization of the  I976-I98O Plan were not 
available.    For purposes of projecting manufacturing growth,  we have assumed a planned 
GDP in I98O equivalent to a 10 per cent rate of growth over 1975. 
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Tablet?.     Major Manufacturing oUü-3ectors  in Egyptian  Industry 

Industry ( IMIC)-' 

Kood and  beverages   (311,31?) 

Textiles (321i 

Percentage of total 
manufacturing value added.  Ij72 

16.1 

28.1 

¿oarce:    U:i,   Yearbook  of Industrial statistics.   7ol.   I (Sales No.   ¿..76.XVII.3),  New York,   1/76 

a/ For notes,   see   Table IL,  page 

With regard   to  specific   industrial  sub-sectors Egypt's  industrial  structure 

is distinguished  by   its diversification.     The major industries  are  the same as  for most 

other developing countries of a similar size and at the same approximate level of development. 

On the average,   typical  growth sectors   for most developing countries at  this stage would 

include several  of the   intermediate and growth sectors  identified  in the  preceding sections.^ 

Future development  will  almost certainly see a shift  into several  of these  industrial sub- 

sectors.    However,   if the current pattern of  industrial diversification  is maintained, 

no industrial growth  sector will   be such  a dominant  force as  in the case  of countries which 

tend to specialize   in specific  industrial  sub-sectors. 

JORDAN 

Salient Planning Features|in Industry:    Jordan's Kive-Year Plan for 1976-1980 

pl-res considerable emphasis on industrial growth.    Planned investment  in mining and 

manufacturing is JD 2?J.l .million.    Development will concentrate on import substituting 

industries and export  industries.    An annual growth rate of 1? per cent  in GDP is planned. 

Accordingly,  GDP would  increase from JD  2)0 million  in l)T) to JD 508 million in 1^80. 

Specific industrial  sectors which are singled out in the Plan include petroleum products, 

phosphates and phosphate fertilizers,  cedent and copper.    An average annual growth rate of 

26.2 per cent  is contemplated for the mining and manufacturing sector. 

1/ See p?2. 

A 
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Projected  Industrial Growth  in 1/80:      The equations  used   to project  industrial 

growth  in Jordan yield a predicted range of U~ 5 15/ million  to iJS  3 174.1 million  for total 

value added   by manufacturing  in  IßO.-'      In general,   the various  statistical   tests applied 

to determine  the approach's reliability  for projecting Jordanian growth demonstrated a pood 

performance.     Mie country's past growth pattern has  tended  to coincide closely with the 

average growth path of other countries with a similar market  size and level  of per capita 

income. 

The industrial sub-sectors cited above include a number of industries dfscribed 

as intermediate and late industries. Growth in theBe sub-sectors is a logical step and, 

again,  would match the average sectoral growth patterns described  in an earlier section. 

Tabi« Ì3, Major Manufacturing Sub-sectors  in Jordanian Industry 

Sub-Bector (ISIC) 

Chemicals and chemical  products (351/352) 

Petroleum refineries (353) 

China,  glass and non-metallic mineral 
products (361,362,36.0 

Percentage  of total manufacturing 
 value added,  1/71  

R.O 

?/.8 

IM.2 

Source:  UM,   Yearbook of Industrial Statistic».   Vol.  I (Sales *o.  t.7b.XVII.3), uew ïork,  1/76 

MOROCCO 

Salient Planriflg Features in Industry:  During the Second Flan period, Morocco 

succeeded in accelerating the growth of its economy and improving the situation of its 

external paymenta.    by  1/73  its GDP in current prices amounted  to US  S 5,125 million. 

Industry contributed approximately 16.0 per cent and agriculture,   27.0 per cent. 

The  Third Plan (1973-1977) proposed a considerable  increase   in investment and 

emphasized export growth to achieve a GDP growth objective of 7.5 per cent a year. 

Moreover,  the industrial sector is expected to register an annual  increase of /.6 per cent. 

Plan revisions for the 1/75-1/77 period aim at: 

- assuring that original plan targets will be met through  increases and 

modifications in original allocations and through some new projectB; and 

- preparing the move into heavy chemicals and steel. 

1/ Figures are in 1/70 constant dollars.    For details regarding the projection see previous 
presentation. 
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The concomitant  industrial  investment was estimated  to  be Dil  2,20C million. 
« 

Ueyond  U77,   Morocco  could continue to  pursue  an ambitious   investment policy 

accompanied   by rapid economic growth.    Present conditions surest  that  investment could  rise 

at  an  annual  rate of approximately  lo per cent  (which  would correspond  to an average  rate  of 

nearly   lì per cent   in   1 ,75-1 ,*¡>).     (¡Dr could   increase   by  about  7  per cent yearly.     These 

possibilities  are  particularly  sensitive  to   future production  levels and   international 

I rice  fluctuations   for phosphate.    During  the period   W77-U8U external  borrowing require- 

ments    M a nomini trient  basis could   increase,   averaging about US, i 700 million annually com- 

pared  with 'lu   i  y.C million   in  U7o-U77.     Increased   import requirements - for consumption 

but  especiall,   for  investiront - will  be a major determinant of these borrowing requirements 

along with  future  trends   in   the country's   terms  of trade.     Morocco'.-   .orrowing capacity 

seems  sufficient  to mobilize  this amount  from available  sources,  provided the necessary 

effort   in project preparation  for external   financing is made. 

Projected  Industrial Growth in 1 j8o;    The projections of total manufacturing 

value added provide an estimated range of ¡lliS 1,044 -  1,141.7 million.    The country's 

growth path has closely  followed  that of other developing countries with a    imilar size 

and  levels of per capita  income.     The tests applied to  the equations  to verify  their pre- 

dictive  reliability   indicated relatively good performance. 

'.Jith  regard  t.,   individual   Industrial   sub-sectors,   the  figures   in Tablel4  indicate 

those sectors  with at  least   10 per cent of total  manufacturing value added.     The planned 

move   into heavy chemicals and  steel  will  eventually provide  two additional  "high-growth" 

sub-sectors.     Tu addition  to  these,  petroleum refining which  is already an  important sub- 

sector and the manufacture of fabricated metal  products  (line  yM) have grown rapidly  in 
recett years. 

In general,   expected  industrial  trends will  b*  typifi3d  by an  increasing utilization 

of the  country's abundant natural  resources,   leading to   further expansion of the existing 

major  industrial  sub-sectors.     During the  1?80'„    the development of new growth    sectors 

can be expected  to  further alter the country's  industrial  structure. 

Table 14.      Major Manufacturing Sub-sectors  in Homer.** Industry 

r. , ..      / „ .   x Percentage of total manufacturing 
wub-sector (TIM) value added.  Ij69 

Food (311,312) ?4>i 

Tobacco (314) ii   j 

Textiles (3?1) 10>7 

Petroleum refineries (353) 10.o 

^i£££s  'JN. Growth of World  Industry, y,),   |,  U74 (Skl, rio.  2.75.X7ÏI.3), New ïork, 1/75 
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oallent Planning Features   in  Industry;     With an area of  ->.', million sq„are  KHO- 

meters,   the Sudan  in   the largest country  in Africa.     Ir, 1,74,   rross  domeRtv-  product  (at 

U7 3  prices)  wac   fc*  ?,837 million wh i le manufacturing value  added   totalled  i;.   "   ?r 3 million 

or about 8.9 par cent of total production.    During the 1960-1974 period tht avara«« annual 

growth  rate  for GDP was   %. ,  per cert   ir, real   terms.      The orres: or.dinr rate  f~r manufao tari r,r 

was  6.0 per cent.     Per capita GÎ)P was  approximately  W¿  ?  Po. 

According to  the new  Üix-Year Plan,   the   1 )«0  targets   for   total  M>r ar.d  manu fa, t,r r.p 

value added,  at constant 1/73  prices,  are estimated  to  i« ¡::,  ?   3,M > million and   in;  •$   >c,o 

million,  respectively.    During the year0 xpi  tc  , ^  a pl;uir,ec1   irivestwint of   jbo|jt   :    ^ 

?,30O million   iB  to   be allocated   to mining and  manufacturing      The  annual,  planned   rrow!.h 

rateB   for ¿rosB domestic  product  and    anufacturing value added  ar»   7.0 ard «. *  -er  cent, 

respectively.     Thus,   industry's contribution   to  GOP should   increase moderately. 

Anong other aspects,   the plan emphasizes   the following: 

- development of agro-industries for processing a ricultural  products; 

- production of inputs  for agriculture such as  fertilizers,   insecticides,   etc; 

- development of small-scale  industries   based on appropriate technology and  local 

raw materials; 

- improved productivity standards and  emphasis on export  orientation  for   industrial 
producta; 

- exploration of the  country's abilities   in  the fields  of mineral resources and 

petroleum  to create  a base  for further  industrialization; 

- continuation of the   import substitution  process. 

Projected Industrial   Growth   in 1 tffr.     pne projections methodology yielded  an 

•«timated range for total manufacturing value added between S  330.1  and } 385.3 million.    The 

country's historical growth path has closely matched that of other developing countries' 

at a similar stage of development.    Therefore,  the atatistical  reliability of the equations 

waa reasonably well confirmed. 

Tabled shows the major industrial sub-sectors in recent years.    Each of these 

•ub-aactors have been found to  be early industrias.    Their prominence is a common  feature 

of moat countria. with per capita income level, aimilar to Sudan's.    The prominence of these 

•ub-aactors i. further enhanced  in view of the country's relatively large agricultural 

•actor and ita comparative advantage in agricultural production. 
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Tablel5.    Major Manufacturing Sub-sectors in   Sudanese Industry 

Industry  (ISIC) 

Pood (311,   312) 

Beverages (313) 

Textiles and  '.'earing Apparel   (321,322) 

Percentage of total manufacturing 
value added.  1)71 

22.0 

12.1 

2«.? 

Source: UN»  Yearbook of Industrial Statistics.  Vol.   I (Sales No.  L.76.XVII.3), New ïork,  1970 

The major developments  in the industrial sector which are foreseen in the next 

years relate to the processing of agricultural products sich as sugar and cotton.    Indeed, 

the Sudanese Government regards  the development of sugar,  oil  and textiles  industries a top 

priority.    Although the planned  investments are not specified for the majority of industry 

sectors,  rough estimates are piven for the food sector (let 580 million),  the textile sector 

(USJ 20/ million) and the engineering sector (US S 17(   million).-^ 

The  information on planned industrial development, coupled with the country's 

tendency to follow a relatively consistent development path leads to some general conclusions 

regarding the  future industrial picture.    First,  further development of those sub-sectors 

moat closely linked with agriculture will continue.    Koreextensive  integration of those 

sub-sectors which supply inputs to agriculture can also be expected.    These industrial  sub- 

sectors will   continue to account  for the bulk of manufacturing activity,   industrial employment 

and income generated from industry.    At the ^ame time,  new growth industries which are 

likely to emerge during the next 5-10 years will  be based on further utilization of the 

country•• natural resources and could account for a significant proportion of total 

mâiufacturing activity during the 1980-8. 

SÏRIA 

Salient Planning Aspects for Industry;    The objectives of the Syrian Plan for 

1971-1975 included a growth rate for Met Domestic Product of 8.2 per cent per annuire 

In 1970 ONP (at rturket prices)  was % 1,750 million.    The corresponding per capita figure 

was J 290.     In the first half of the U70's prominent  industrial policy matters 

1/ Figures are  in I973 prices. 

2/ At the time of writing,  the new development plan was not yet    available.    These comments 
are based on the Plan for 1971-1975.    Since no target figure for GDP in I98O was available, 
the projections for •anufacturing value added were,  based on indicative GDP target, 
estimated independently by the Uconomic Intelligence Unit, Annual Supple—nt. U76 
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included an emphasis on capital poods production, petroleum exploration and the expansion 

of refining capacity and  the  increased "xport of processed goods.    Major industrial 

sub-sectors which were singled out in the earlier plan included  textiles, food, chemicals, 

machinery and equipment,  cement and glass. 

Projected Industrial Growth in lj80;  Manufactured value added in I980 is projected 

to be in the range of S 784.7 - 832.7 Billion.    This would be equivalent to 14 - 16 psr cent 

of the hypothetical 0DP target for I98O. 

Table 16.     Major Manufacturing Sub-sectors in Syrian Industry 

Percentage of total manufacturing 
Industry (ISIC)  value added.   1 172  

Food, beverages and tobacco (311,312, 
Î13, 314) 31.8 

Textiles,   leather and wearing apparel 
(321,322,323,324) 4O.7 

Source:  UN, Yearbook of Industrial Statistics.   1J74 (Sales No.   E. 76. XVII.4), New York,  U7Ó 

The largest industrial sub-sectors are shown in Table 16.    AB in the case of 

other countries, the important sub-sectors are early industries.    Although there are strong 

indications - based on both planned development and empirical  justification - that certain 

middle and late industries will gain greater prominence during the  late 1/70's and 1^80'8. 

TUNISIA 

Salient Features of Planning for Industry:      During the period I96O-I974 Tunisia's 

gross domestic product and manufacturing value added registered growth rates of 7.0 and 

3.5 P«r cent annually,  respectively.    Gross national product at market prices was USI 

3,112 million in 1974,  11.7 per cent of which originated from the manufacturing sector 

and 20.7 per cent from agriculture. 

The chief objectives for the decade 1972-1^81 have been defined as follows: 

- an acceleration of growth through promotion of export  industries; 

- absorption of underemployed manpower; 

- more equitable distribution of income from production; 

- maintenance of domestic and external  financial stability. 

Among the main components of the strategy adopted are an increase in the proportion 

of investments devoted to dirsotly productive projects and expansion of the role of private 
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investment,  both domestic and foreign.    The growth target was set at 8.7 per cent per year 

for the period 1)76-1 ;8l.    This will give for year lj8o a cross domestic product of US   J 

3,457 million in U70 prices. 

Projected Industrial Growth in lj8Ç;     The projection methodology led to a predicted 

range of S 5^5-5 - Í 623.8 million for total manufacturad value added in 1^80.    At that time 

manufacturing would account for roughly 16 - 18 per cent of total GDP compared with 12 
per cent  in 1J74. 

The major industrial sub-sectors are shown  in Tabletf.    Future  industrial develop- 

ment may lead to further increases  in the total  production of industries such as food and 

textiles.     It  is unlikely, however,  that the industries will expand their share in manufacturing 

value added by all  industry.     The major growth stimulus is likely to come from sub- 

sectors such as non-metallic minerals,  iron and steel or chemicals. 

Tablel7.    Major Manufacturing Dub-sectors  in Tunisian Industry 

Industry (ISIC) 

Pood,  beverages and tobacco (311,312, 
313,314) 

Textiles 

Chemicals (351,352) 

Won-metallic mineral products (362) 

Percentage of total manufacturing 
 value added.   1/73  

23.2 

11.5 
16.8 

Í.7 

Sourcgs    UN» Y«arbook of Industrial Statistics.  1?74 (Sales No. E.76.XVII.4), New York,U76 
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APPEKDTX A 

Statistical Data 

M 

The basic statistics used in the exercise include 120 countries. In general, available 

data covered the period 1960-1973 although f.,r some countries the entire time series was not 

available.    The original  data source is the United Nations Statistical Office. 

The definition of variablen used in the study was as follows: 

Gross Domestic Product!     GDP in mi Ili one of UU dollars I970, 

Population»    The data used were generally mid-year estimates,   in millions. 

manufacturing Value Added«    The definition of the manufacturing sector employed here was 

according to the International Standard Industrial Clarification (ICIS)   for manufacturing. 

Value added in in million constant US Hollars at  1070 prices.    The country coverage and quali- 

fications stated in the country notes,  Yearbook of Industrial Statistics,  Volume I,  is applicable. 

Value Added in Manufacturing Sub-sectorsi The definitions of sub-sectors is according to 

ISIC. In general, the data relate to constant prices (1970) of census value added or, in some 

instances, to the contributions to the ^ross or net domestic product. The figures are usually 
in approximate factor values (factor costs). 
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APPENDIX B 

1                       Afghanistan 
Teeland Puerto Rico 

Algeria 
India Rwanda 

Angola 
Indonesie 

Saudi Arabia 
Argentina 

Tran Senegal 
Australia 

Tvaq Sierra Leone 
Austria 

Ireland ñ in,<^pore 
Belgium 

Italy Somalia 
Bolivia Spain 
Botswana Ivory Coast 

Sri Lanka 
Brazil Jamaica Sudan 
Burma Japan Swaziland 
Burundi Jordan Sweden 
Cambodia (Khmer Republic) Kenya Switzerland 
Canada Korea, Republic of Syrian Arab Republic 
Central African Republic Laos Thailand 
Chad Lebanon Togo 
Chile Lesotho Tunisia 
Colombia Liberia Turkey 
Congo Libyan Arab Republic Uganda 

I                       Costa Rica Luxembourg United Kingdom 
Cyprus Madagascar United Republic of 
Dahomey Malawi Cameroon 

f                      Denmark 
¡ 

Dominican Republ 

Malaysia United Republic of 
Tanzania 

io Mali 
United States of 

Eouador Malta Ameri oa 
Egypt Mauritania Upper Volta 
El Salvador Mauritius Uruguay 
Ethiopia Mexico Venezuela 
Finland Morocco Zaire 
Prance Netherlands Zambl« 
Gabon Hew Zealand 

Gambia Nloaragua 

Germany, Federal Republic of Hlgor 

Ghana Higeria 

Greece Norway 

Guatemala PHrtstan 

Guinea ï            . .^jludi _ _1 lone) 
Guyana Paraguay 

[                     Haiti Paru 

Honduras Philippines 

Hong Kong Portugal 

I 

â 
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